DEPARTMENT OF PROCUREMENT SERVICES
CITY OF CHICAGO

To:

Joseph M. Ferguson
Inspector General

Date: May 10, 2012
Re:

Response to IG's April 26, 2012 Report on Emergency Procurements

As the contracting authority for the procurement of goods and services for the City of
Chicago, the Department of Procurement Services ("DPS")'s central mission is to meet
the City's contracting needs in a fair, open and cost-effective manner. DPS takes its
responsibility to the City's taxpayers to accomplish this mission seriously, and
continuously seeks new methods to utilize our taxpayers' dollars as wisely and cost
effectively as possible.
At its core, the IG's Report contends that DPS did not serve the best interests of the
City's taxpayers by entering into emergency contracts for sewer piping when DPS could
have continued to do business with a slightly less expensive vendor1 that had been
indicted for defrauding the City of Chicago. The IG also states that once DPS chose to
utilize emergency contracts to ensure the City had an adequate supply of sewer piping,
DPS' process to obtain a new competitively bid contract for sewer piping took too long.
DPS agrees that, in this case, the procurement process for a new competitively-bid
contract for sewer piping was somewhat delayed. DPS will work to implement the IG's
recommendations with respect to this portion of its Report so that the next time
debarring a vendor creates an operational emergency that requires the City to utilize
emergency contracts, DPS and all other stakeholders will make it a priority to work as
quickly as possible to advertise and award a competitively bid contract for the
replacement of the vendor at issue.
However, with respect to the IG's assertion that DPS could have better served the
residents of our City by continuing to do business with a firm that has been indicted for
defrauding the City, DPS strongly disagrees and stands by its decision to award an

The IG's Report calculated that the City's contract with Azteca Supply Co. was approximately ten
percent (10%) less expensive than the subsequent emergency contracts the City entered into after
termination of Azteca's City contract. See IG Report at p. 12.
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emergency contract. A more detailed discussion of the IG's Report, and DPS's
processes and procedures for emergency contracting, follows:
1.

The Chief Procurement Officer's decision to terminate DWM's sewer pipe
contract with Azteca Supply Co. ("Azteca")

In addition to providing safe drinking water, DWM is responsible for Chicago's combined
sewer system which carries both waste water and storm water through pipes to the
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago ("MWRDGC"). The
Chicago sewer system consists of 4,400 miles of sewer pipes and 340,000 catch &
valve basins. We have an aging infrastructure and approximately 25% of our sewer
mains are more than 100 years old. DWM is responsible for daily repairs, maintenance
and capital improvements (or new construction) to the Chicago sewer system.
In December 2007, DWM contracted with Azteca. This contract lasted until February 2,
2010 when DPS placed interim debarment restrictions upon Azteca, after learning that
the firm was federally indicted for allegedly committing fraud against the City of Chicago
by purporting to be a legitimate minority-owned business enterprise ("MBE") and
woman-owned business enterprise ("WBE"), when, in reality, Azteca was a mere passthrough for other firms. As a result of these interim restrictions, DPS terminated the
City's contract with Azteca for Reinforced Concrete Sewer Pipe, Fittings, Gaskets and
Catch Basins (the "Azteca Contract"). Over the period that the Azteca contract was in
place, DWM spent $9,554,264.50 with Azteca. The items DWM purchased under this
contract are essential to the replacement of sewer mains and catch basins. DWM
requested an emergency contract for these items upon notification that the City had
terminated Azteca's contract. The IG contends that DPS could have saved the City and
its taxpayers money by continuing to do business with Azteca, rather than entering into
more expensive emergency contracts with Elmhurst-Chicago Stone ("Elmhurst"):
"Here, there was no indication that the fraud-tainted incumbent [Azteca] had
failed to provide the contractually required supplies at the quality, quantity, and
price required under the competitively bid contract - the fraud at issue was that
the supplier operated as a MBEIWBE pass-through, not that it was shorting or
gouging the City in providing the supplies required under the contract. . . . Thus,
DPS and the user department had available to it a short-term continuation of
performance under the contract by the fraud-tainted incumbent for a period
sufficient to allow for regular (albeit expedited) procurement processes for a
replacement contract."
IG Report at p. ii.
The IG seems to view Azteca's MBEIWBE program fraud in a less serious manner than
fraud relating to the quality, quantity, or price of goods provided on a City contract. 2
James Duff viewed his fraud against the City in a similar manner, arguing that the City did not
experience a loss resulting from his MBE program fraud because his company performed the work under
prices called for by the contract. The Federal District Court for the Northern District of Illinois disagreed,
as reflected in United States v. Duff, 371 F. Supp. 2d 959 (2005).
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DPS disagrees, and views MBEIWBE-related fraud as equally serious, and equally
damaging, as any other variety of contract fraud. When the City contracts for the
purchase of a good or service, it also chooses to utilize its purchasing power to ensure
that MBEs and WBEs are included in the transaction whenever practicable. This policy,
and its attendant impact upon product and project costs, has been deliberated upon and
adopted by our City Council, and is embodied in Chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code as
the City's MBEIWBE procurement program. By requiring the inclusion of MBEs and
WBEs in the City's business, DPS is leveraging the City's dollars to achieve the benefit
of redressing past instances of discrimination.
Azteca submitted a Compliance Plan with its contract which stated that it would selfperform 95% of the contract work as an MBE. When Azteca was indicted and its fraud
was revealed to the City, it became clear that the City had not been receiving the benefit
of redressing past instances of discrimination that it had been paying for on the Azteca
Contract. The IG contends that DPS could have saved approximately ten percent by
continuing to do business with Azteca instead of terminating the Azteca Contract and
entering into an emergency procurement with Elmhurst. DPS strongly believes that any
balanced analysis of the costs and benefits of allowing Azteca to continue to perform
must consider that 95% of the Azteca Contract was tainted by Azteca's MBE fraud
which deprived the City of the minority participation benefit that it had contracted for.
DPS also believes that any accurate cost-benefit analysis must consider the detrimental
impact that contracting with a debarred or indicted vendor would have on the public's
trust and confidence in government.
As previously stated in DPS's March 29, 2012 memorandum to the IG, DPS's policy at
the time of this indictment was to place interim restrictions upon any firm indicted for
fraud against the City. This practice had been used with prior indictments, including
those of Castle Construction Corp. and Robert Blum. DPS believes that, except in
extraordinary circumstances, engaging in a cost-benefit analysis with respect to the
decision to place interim restrictions on a vendor indicted for defrauding the City would
send a damaging message to the City's residents and business community regarding
the City's expectations of honesty and fair dealing with its business partners.
In addition, DPS's policy to place interim restriction upon vendors that are the subject of
criminal indictment involving fraud against the City stems from DPS's belief and
experience that indicted vendors, and, in particular, smaller firms such as Azteca, often
cease performance shortly after such indictments are made public. It may therefore be
unreasonable to assume that a federally-indicted firm would stay in business long
enough to continue to perform on a contract critical to the functioning of the City's sewer
system. Risks associated with an indicted vendor's potential failure to continue
performance, such as the risk to the public's health in the event that Azteca failed to
deliver sewer piping required by the Department of Water Management, should also be
considered when conducting a cost-benefit analysis regarding continued contracting
with such a vendor.
City departments are aware of the provisions in both the debarment rules and Chapter
1-23 of the Municipal Code that provide for continued contracting with a debarred
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vendor. Absent extraordinary circumstances, however, user departments are reluctant
to continue contracting with an indicted vendor for the same reasons that DPS places
restrictions on using their contracts in the first place. Nonetheless, going forward, DPS
will adopt the IG's recommendation to engage in a dialogue with the user departments
prior to imposing debarment or interim restrictions, or making a determination that the
contracts of a vendor who is ineligible to do business with the City should be terminated
pursuant to section 1-23-040 of the Municipal Code, in order to determine if
extraordinary circumstances allowing for continued contract performance exist.

2.

DPS's award of emergency contracts and advertisement of a new
competitively-bid sewer pipe contract

Emergency contracts awarded to Elmhurst

DPS acted in a manner that was consistent with both existing law and the City's policies
at the time of Azteca's indictment. The practical result of imposing interim restrictions
upon Azteca was that DWM no longer had an existing contract to purchase sewer
pipes, gaskets, fittings and catchbasins (collectively "sewer pipes") necessary for its
continued operation of the City's sewer system for all of the residents of the City. The
Chief Procurement Officer determined that this supply disruption was a bona fide
operational emergency, and, therefore, pursuant to Section 8-10-5 of the Municipal
Purchasing Act, 65 ILCS 5/8-10-5, and Section 2-92-644 of the Municipal Code of
Chicago, the CPO authorized the award of an emergency contract to Elmhurst, the
vendor that submitted the lowest responsive quote to DWM for the emergency supply of
sewer pipe. This emergency contract was subsequently awarded to prevent a
disruption to the delivery of sewer services to the City's residents.
Pursuant to ordinance, each emergency contract's value is capped at $250,000. Due to
the high cost of sewer pipes, and the ongoing operational emergency faced by DWM in
2010, the CPO authorized a total of ten emergency contracts for the supply of sewer
pipes during the re-bidding process for the replacement contract. Ten emergency
contracts were required as a direct result of the high costs of sewer pipes. To illustrate
these costs, the first emergency contract was awarded to Elmhurst on March 4, 2010.
The $250,000 authorized by this contract was depleted by March 24, 2010. The second
emergency contract was just as brief, being awarded on March 24 and lasting until April
12, 2010. As a result of the operational emergency posed by a disruption to DWM's
operations, DPS had no choice but to proceed with the award of a succession of
emergency contracts to ensure the safety of the public's sewer system during the
pendency of the re-bidding process.
At several points in its Report, the IG states that one of the reasons why emergency
contracts are undesirable is because they are not advertised, which ostensibly leads to
higher prices. While it is true that the City's emergency contracts are not advertised in
the newspaper, DPS does require a competitive process. DPS requires the user
departments to contact at least three separate vendors to obtain quotes for emergency
In addition, DPS improved the existing emergency contract process
contracts.
approximately two years ago by requiring all emergency bids to be submitted to the Bid
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and Bond Room instead of going directly to the user departments. Additionally, DPS
now posts all bid tabulations from emergency contracts online.
As an additional step to make the emergency contracting process more transparent,
DPS is now working to develop a publicly accessible webpage on the DPS website
where all emergency contracting opportunities will be posted. DPS also intends to issue
a DPS Alert for every future emergency contracting opportunity in order to increase
competition by alerting as many members of the contracting community as possible of
the emergency opportunity.
In the Report, the IG also concluded that DPS's authorization of the eighth and ninth
emergency contracts with Elmhurst were in violation of DPS's December 21, 2011
Emergency Procurement Procedures Memorandum which stated that emergency
contract requests would be denied if the need was due to the fact that the "time period
of competitive bidding or RFP is too long." In these requests, DWM stated that the
emergency contracts were needed as a result of "the length of time it takes to secure a
replacement long term agreement." While DPS policy is to decline emergency requests
made solely because the user department has not done the planning necessary to alert
DPS of their future needs, in this case DPS granted DWM's emergency contract
requests because they stemmed from the same operational emergency that resulted in
DWM's earlier emergency contract requests for sewer pipes.
Efforts to award a new competitively-bid sewer pipe contract

DPS staff began working with DWM to develop a new specification in order to bid out a
replacement contract for sewer pipes in March of 2010. DWM delivered a draft
specification to DPS on June 9, 2010. The draft specification contained numerous
changes from the speCification used in the prior Azteca contract. In addition, the
revised specifications added a considerable number of new line items and revised the
original specification to better suit the existing needs of DWM. Due to the significant
changes from the prior contract's specifications, this development process was not
completed until July of 2010.
There were several iterations of the specification submitted for Law's review. Law
concluded its first review of the specification on August 4, 2010, and its final review on
December 1, 2010. The specification was advertised on December 17, 2010.
Thereafter, five addenda were issued to accommodate significant changes to the
specification which include, but are not limited to, Addendum No. 1's revisions to the
detailed specifications for pipes and gaskets, Addendum No. 3's revisions to the
detailed specifications for pipes and gaskets, Addendum No. 4's revisions to over fortyfive contract line items, and Addendum No. 5's revisions to the detailed specifications
for pipes and gaskets. By law, material changes to the specification such as those
referenced above require the City to re-advertise the solicitation and push back the bid
due date. After these changes were made to the bid documents, bids for the
replacement contract were received by DPS on March 3, 2011. The IG's observation
that DPS failed to take charge of the preparation and advertisement of the specification
is well-taken. We have made the review and revision of specification preparation a
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priority in the review of our procurement processes, and will be implementing changes
in the weeks to come.
DPS awarded contract no. 24512 for reinforced concrete sewer pipe, fittings, gaskets
and catch basins to Welch Brothers, Inc. (""Welch") on April 15, 2011. In its Report, the
IG made a comparison of the prices of items purchased from Elmhurst under the
emergency contracts with the prices of the same items bid by Welch on its five-year
contract with the City. The IG concluded that Elmhurst's emergency contracts were
almost thirty percent (30%) more expensive than the City's contract with Welch. DPS
would like to point out, first, that one would expect lower prices on a long-term contract
that has the potential for larger volume purchases. Additionally, on page 11 of the IG's
Report, a Welch employee is attributed as saying that Welch did not want to bid on the
emergency contract and tip its hand for the five-year sewer pipe contract. This implies
that Welch knew what the City was paying Elmhurst on the emergency contracts and
knew that it could bid lower prices on the five-year sewer pipe contract.

3.

DPS-Iead training on emergency contracting procedures

DPS's policy with respect to emergency procurements is that they should only be used
after all efforts to competitively procure the needed requirements have failed to meet the
City's needs. In order to more fully train City personnel on this policy, on December 21,
2011, DPS held an Emergency Procurements Training.
In its Report, the IG asserts that DPS only took action to train City personnel on
emergency contracting procedures in December 2011 after DPS learned that the IG had
initiated an investigation of emergency contracting. See IG Report at page (i), 1. This
is untrue. As a preliminary point, IG investigations are confidential, so DPS did not
know that the IG had initiated an investigation on emergency contracting at the time of
the December 21, 2011 emergency procurements training. The first inquiry we had
from the IG requesting documents regarding emergency contracts was on March 15,
2012, well after the training. Additionally, DPS routinely issues memoranda and holds
training sessions on emergency procurements. The December 21, 2011 training was
not the first or only step that DPS has made to train City employees on emergency
contracting policies. For example, on July 14, 2010, DPS issued a memo to all
Department Heads and JOC Liaisons regarding "Emergency Job Order Contracting
(JOC) Procedures." A copy of this July 14, 2010 memo is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
DPS's policy on emergency procurements is as follows: The first step in addressing
any new requirement is to review existing contracts to determine if the need can be met
through an existing contract.
Second, DPS encourages the use of small orders as an alternative to issuing
emergency contracts. Because the small order process is typically quicker than the bid
process for larger quantities, if time permits, and the estimated amount of the contract is
under $100,000, DPS favors small order purchases over emergency procurements.
DPS' small orders procedures require that competitive bids be obtained via phone or fax
from potential vendors.
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Third, if steps one and two above have been exhausted, DPS encourages user
departments to utilize U.S. Communities or the U.S. General Services Administration
("GSA") for emergency procurements prior to initiating a request for a new emergency
procurement.
The City is a member of U.S. Communities, an association of
municipalities and other units of local government across the country. Members of U.S.
Communities make their contracts for various goods and services available to other
members, and Illinois law permits such purchases. 3 The GSA also offers schedules of
vendors for IT hardware and services, disaster response goods and services, and
equipment for first responders, to state and local governments for emergency
procurements. The GSA Schedules are particularly relevant to procurements involving
federal grants.
If a user department with an emergency need cannot obtain its requirements off of an
existing City contract, by way of a small order, or through U.S. Communities or the GSA
schedules, DPS will then authorize an emergency procurement.
As noted above, the Municipal Code of Chicago authorizes the CPO to award contracts
in amounts up to $250,000 to meet emergencies. A report of all emergency contracts
awarded by the CPO is submitted each quarter to the City Council Committee on
Budget and Government Operations. DPS also reports on emergency contracts
awarded during the annual budget hearings.
4.

DPS response to IG recommendations

DPS has included responses to the specific recommendations made in the IG's Report
below.
1. Require DPS employees and user departments to follow relevant emergency
contracting statutory provisions and DPS policies, and provide more thorough
written justification for emergency contracts to better assure appropriate levels of
transparency, accountability, and public confidence in the integrity of the
requested (and approved) emergency procurement.
DPS has developed a standard emergency contract request form, attached as Exhibit
A, that we believe will address these concerns.

On October 5, 2011, the City Council revised the Joint Procurement Ordinance authorizing the CPO to
utilize U.S. Communities and the GSA Schedules for City contracts. Since that time, DPS has worked to
develop familiarity with U.S. Communities and the GSA Schedules, as well as internal procedures
regarding the use of these contracting avenues. These efforts were recently concluded and DPS is now
in a position to utilize these resources. In some limited circumstances in the interim period prior to
utilization of U.S. Communities and the GSA schedules, and due to severe time pressures, DPS
authorized emergency contracts without first referring to these resources.
3
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2. Require user departments to provide explicit justification for any requests in.
which more than one emergency contract is requested for the same vendor for
the same emergency.
As stated above, DPS believes that the standard emergency contract request form,
attached as Exhibit A, will address these concerns.

3. Develop a standardized form for user departments to use when requesting an
emergency contract to help ensure that user departments provide all required
supporting justification.
DPS has developed a standard emergency contract request form, attached as Exhibit
A, that we believe will address these concerns.

4. Work with the Department of Law to ensure that the department is informed
when a requested legal review of contract project specifications or other
documents is related to an ongoing emergency contract and that all employees
know that the requested review is therefore urgent.
Going forward, DPS will organize a joint review, including the User Department and the
Law Department, of any specification which will replace an emergency contract so that
all stakeholders will work cooperatively and efficiently to advertise a competitive bid as
soon as is possible.

5. As part of the debarment process or before terminating pending contracts with
a contractor for its failure to maintain eligibility to contract with the City,
proactively consult user departments to determine whether interim restrictions or
other contract termination will necessitate emergency contracts and assess and
document the costs and benefits of any such restrictions. If interim restrictions
are imposed or a contract is terminated, the IGO recommends that DPS work
with user departments to develop plans to replace the incumbent contractor
proposed for debarment in the most operationally efficient and cost-effective
manner.
As stated above, going forward, DPS will adopt the IG's recommendation to engage in a
dialogue with the user departments prior to debarment, interim restrictions, or making a
determination that the contracts of a vendor who is ineligible to do business with the
City should be terminated pursuant to section 1-23-040 of the Municipal Code, in order
to determine if extraordinary circumstances allowing for continued contract performance
exist.

5.

Conclusion

DPS is committed to working with the IG for the benefit of all Chicagoans. We are well
aware that there is much work to be done. With respect to emergency procurement,
DPS is developing additional policies and procedures to minimize the risks of abuse by
all involved. DPS is always interested in better ways of approaching emergency
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situations under the parameters of existing law and policy, and welcomes suggestions
by the IG for any additional reforms that we can agree upon.
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EXHIBIT A
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Department of Procurement Services
Emergency Contract Request Form

Requesting Department: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Description of Operational Emergency (use attached Exhibit A)
Anticipated duration of emergency (include justification for how you arrived at the duration):_

Justification for continued emergency if this is a request for an additional emergency contract
beyond the anticipated duration of emergency identified in an earlier request:

Emergency Requirements (check one): __ Commodities __ Equipment
(NOTE: Services, such as debris removal, are provided through equipment rental)
Details (describe the required commodities or equipment in detail; attach additional pages as
necessary) :

Are the commodities or equipment available through an existing City contract?: _ _ __
Contract No. (if available): _ _ _ _ _ _ Vendor: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Vendor Contact Information:

-------------------------
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Explanation of why nonnal contracting procedures, including small orders, are not feasible in
this instance:

Are the commodities or equipment available through U.S. Communities or GSA Schedules?:
Contract No. (if available): _ _ _ _ _ _ Vendor: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Vendor Contact Infonnation:

---------------------------------------------------

Description of anticipated vendor solicitation process:_______________________________

Department Contact Person:
E-mail:

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date CommoditieslEquipment Required: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Point of Delivery for CommoditieslEquipment:

Consequences/Costs of not granting request: ____________________

Commissioner's Signature* :_____________________________________
• If the Commissioner is not available to execute this request, the second in command in the department may execute
this form in the Commissioner's absence.
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EXHIBIT A
Description of Operational Emergency (attach additional pages if needed)
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EXIllBITB
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MEMORANDUM
City of Chicago
Richard M. Daley, Mayor

TO:

Department Heads and JOC Liaisons

Department or
Procurement Services
Jamie L. Rhee
Chief Procurement Officer
City Hall, Room 403
121 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60602
(312) 744-4900
(312) 744-0010 (FAX)
(312) 744-2949 (lTV)
http://www.cityofcbicago.org

FROM:
Rich Butl r
1st Deput Procurement Officer
Department of Procurement Services
Re:

Emergency Job Order Contracting (JOC) Procedures

Date:

July 14, 2010

The City JOC procedures clearly state that the Memorandum of Authorization (MOA)
and the Sub Order Release (SOR) must be prepared prior to the start of a
construction project. There are only two exceptions to this procedure: 1) emergency
situations as defined below and 2) change order work.
Definition of an emergency: Any unexpected event that endangers life, health.
property, essential public services or operational effectiveness and requires
immediate attention within 24 hours. Attached is the procedure to be followed to
address emergency work situations.
Step 1: Department makes telephone contact, leaves message with DPS 1at Deputy
Rich Butler (312-742-4500) and also sends an e-mail to DPS Attn; 1st Deputy Rich
Butler (richard.butler@cityofchicago.org), and Construction Manager Byron Whittaker
(byron.whittaker@cjtvofcb;cago.om) The e-mail memo should include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location of the project
Type of work to be completed
Nature of the emergency
Estimated cost of the emergency
Contractor who will be doing the repair work
Department contact name and number

Note: If it is required to start work on the emergency during other than regular
working hours and phone contact is impracticable, phone contact must be made to
1st Deputy Rich Butler (312-742-4500) at the earliest opportunity the following day.
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Step 2: If the Emergency is Life, Safety, or Health, the Department may direct the
Contractor take whatever steps necessary to prevent bodily injury and or further
property damage from occurring. The Department will fill out the MOA in Proge,..
and obtain department signatures within 48 hours of the original e-mail memo. Note
the Title of the Project should state EMERGENCY before the project name. i.e.
EMERGENCY - 14th District Police Station Chiller Replacement. The Department
witl send the MOA to Procurement and alert The Gordian Group's PM and the City

it
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JOC coordinator (Carolyn Johnson) via email that the MOA is coming over. Once
Carolyn receives the MOA she will place it in a colored folder and deliver the MOA to
Byron Whittaker for prompt processing. Once signed the MOA will be returned to the
Department.
Step 3: During the course of the repair work. both the contractors and the

Department will record the labor. equipment and materials used on the emergency.
Step 4: Once the emergency situation Is resolved. the Contractor shall prepare a

proposal for the Department to review and verify. Once the Proposal Is approved the
Contractor shall prepare a final JOC Work Order Proposal Package and submit to the
PM. The PM will prepare the SOR package for processing and issuance of the
Blanket Release.

Cc:

Jaime L. Rhee, Chief Procurement Officer
Byron Whittaker. Deputy Procurement Officer
The Gordian Group

